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Abstract—The operation of modern electric power systems depends a great deal on the use of advanced sensing and measurement technologies that collect and collate synchronized data from multiple locations to monitor the health of network states for fast and accurate diagnosis of large system disruptions. Along with power grid’s physical vulnerability to faults and disturbances, the inherent wide-area nature of the sensing, communication, and control systems in evolving smart grids presents several vulnerabilities in terms of possible cyberintrusions that may hinder or alter the normal operations of the entire cyber-physical grid infrastructure. For this reason, ensuring reliable event detection and maintaining system observability even under the threat of physical and cyberattacks remain a key challenge for developing a resilient power grid. Accordingly, this talk will provide distinctively new research efforts towards designing reliable and secure power grid infrastructure through versatile utilization of synchronized measurement systems. In particular, cost-effective deployment strategies for synchronized measurement devices, which allow for systemwide fault/attack localization and grid observability, will be presented with examples.
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